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Champion

CH Hat Trick's Dare To Dream (B)
CH Brisline's Zensation x CH Hat Trick's Bend It Like Beckham For
Brisline RATO Owner:Breeder:Sheila Standish & Nancy Dirgo & Marguerite
Stetson

CH Icepond Maybe I'M Amazed (B)
CH Kyna's Riddle Me This CA x Icepond Call Me Maybe Owner:Breeder:Paula
Falk

CH Windancers Stella Maris (B)
CH Greenfield's Celtic Legend x GCHS CH Wildside Windancer Owner:Kristine
Purdy & William Strohmaier & Nancy Strohmaier & Alvin Purdy Jr.
Breeder:Nancy Strohmaier & William Strohmaier

Grand Champion

GCH CH Joval This Ain't No Disco (D)
CH C. K. Terra Jp's Rockridge Figaro x CH Joval Dancing Queen
Owner:Valeria Rickard & Rose Miller & Alan Cukier & Sandra Stern
Breeder:Dr. Valeria Rickard & John Rickard

GCH CH Joval's Diamond In The Sky (D)
GCHB CH Lynaire's Perfect Storm x CH Joval Angel's Pearl Owner:Marilyn L
Jacobs & John Rickard & Dr. Valeria Rickard Breeder:Dr. Valeria Rickard &
John Rickard

GCH CH Penaire Bryndale Carolina On My Mind (B)
GCH CH Reydaleterrydale Prince Of Persia x CH Penaire Million Dollar Baby
Owner:Joan M Clarke & Anna Brinker & Jacquelyn Maly Breeder:Jacquelyn
Maly & Joan M Clarke

Grand Champion Bronze

GCHB CH Joval Trident Of Poseidon (D)
CH Joval Faith & Glory Of Love x CH Joval Angel's Pearl Owner:Nuttawut
Phanichamnuay & Dr. Valeria Rickard Breeder:Dr. Valeria Rickard & John
Rickard

Companion Dog

CH Monterra Big Sky Traveler CD BN RN (D)
Brea's Blast From The Past x CH Monterra All Bets Are Off Owner:Christine
Hyde Breeder:Judy Howell
**Beginner Novice**

CH Terrorific Let's Get It Started At Pindale BN RATO CGCA CGCU TKN (B)
GCH CH Terrorific Lickety Split RN RATN x CH Rock'N A's Seductress At
Terrorific BN RA RATN Owner: Angelique Shear & Deirdre Dawson Breeder:Ms. Virginia Latham Smith & Deirdre Dawson & Angelique Shear

**Preferred Companion Dog**

CH Monterra Big Sky Traveler CD PCD BN RN (D)
Brea's Blast From The Past x CH Monterra All Bets Are Off Owner: Christine Hyde Breeder: Judy Howell

**Rally Novice**

Joval Young Burley Of Barrenstone RN ACT2 (D)
CH Joval-Arily Grand Illusion x CH Joval Angel's Pearl Owner: Janet Villastrigo & Richard Villastrigo Breeder: Dr. Valeria Rickard & John Rickard

**Rally Excellent**

Bobcat Don'T Act Blue RE RATN CGC TKN (D)
GCHB CH Bleu By You x CH Bobcat Deja Vu All Over Again Owner: Mrs. Andrea C Thompson Breeder: Cathy Denman & Bob Denman

**Open Agility Preferred**

Ringo Rex OAP OJP (D)
Owner: Randy Rex

**Agility Course Test 1**

Durgon ACT1(D)
Ratcliffes Make My Day x Ratcliffes Tangled Up In Blue Owner: Patricia Herrel Breeder: Cynthia Reid

**Scent Work Handler Discrimination Novice**

Airecraft Poetic Fury BN RN NAJ SCN SIN SBN SHDN (D)
CH Droffats Midnight Contender x GCH CH Airecraft Keep Her Flying RN Owner: Janice Lipscomb Breeder: Kimberly A Burrier & Dale Burrier

Make Mine A Guinness SIN SEN SHDN RATN CGC TKP (D)
Cj's Cap'N Morgan x C J's Jazzy Twister Owner: Ms. Julie Ann Curlee Breeder: Charles D Lowe

**Scent Work Container Novice**

Heart Of Gold Henry Higgins RA OA NAJ SCN SBN (D)
Owner: Mary Wright
Scent Work Interior Novice

Make Mine A Guinness SIN SEN SHDN RATN CGC TKP (D)
Cj's Cap'N Morgan x C J's Jazzy Twister Owner: Ms. Julie Ann Curlee
Breeder: Charles D Lowe

Scent Work Exterior Novice

Coldstream Intrepid Spirit CD BN RN SWN SCA THD RATN CGC TKA (B)
CH Traymar Terrydale Hk Affair Of The Heart x Coldstream Burn Notice
Owner: Linda Brendlinger Breeder: Corally M Burmaster

Make Mine A Guinness SIN SEN SHDN RATN CGC TKP (D)
Cj's Cap'N Morgan x C J's Jazzy Twister Owner: Ms. Julie Ann Curlee
Breeder: Charles D Lowe

Scent Work Buried Novice

Airecraft Poetic Fury BN RN NAJ SCN SIN SBN SHDN (D)
CH Droffats Midnight Contender x GCH CH Airecraft Keep Her Flying RN
Owner: Janice Lipscomb Breeder: Kimberly A Burrier & Dale Burrier

Coldstream Intrepid Spirit CD BN RN SCA SIN SBN THD RATN CGC TKA (B)
CH Traymar Terrydale Hk Affair Of The Heart x Coldstream Burn Notice
Owner: Linda Brendlinger Breeder: Corally M Burmaster

Heart Of Gold Henry Higgins RA OA NAJ SCN SBN (D)
Owner: Mary Wright

Scent Work Novice

Coldstream Intrepid Spirit CD BN RN SWN SCA THD RATN CGC TKA (B)
CH Traymar Terrydale Hk Affair Of The Heart x Coldstream Burn Notice
Owner: Linda Brendlinger Breeder: Corally M Burmaster

Scent Work Container Advanced

Coldstream Intrepid Spirit CD BN RN SCA SIN SBN THD RATN CGC TKA (B)
CH Traymar Terrydale Hk Affair Of The Heart x Coldstream Burn Notice
Owner: Linda Brendlinger Breeder: Corally M Burmaster

Canine Good Citizen

Glenayr Nash Cowen CGC (D)
CH Longvue Jackpot x GCHB CH Timberwyck Glenayr Heads Up Owner: Ellen Glaser Breeder: Peggy F Frye & Susan M Kuhn & Tim Maher

Liebe Athena's Reason CGC (B)
Liebe Ozzy Mondo Blue Mcgough x Liebe Ada Girl's Dream Owner: Jeffrey Holmes Breeder: Kathy Pudelko & Priscilla A O'Malley
CH Lynaire's Eye Of The Storm For Bighen CGC (B)
GCHB CH Lynaire's Perfect Storm x CH Lynaire Moonstruck Owner: Stephen M Barrett Breeder: Linda Baake-Jarvis

Terrorific Let's Get It Started At Pindale RATO CGCA CGCU (B)
GCH CH Terrorific Lickety Split RN RATN x CH Rock 'N A's Seductress At Terrorific BN RA RATN Owner: Angelique Shear & Deirdre Dawson Breeder: Ms. Virginia Latham Smith & Deirdre Dawson & Angelique Shear

**Trick Dog Novice**

Joval Beautiful Queen CA THDN CGCA TKN (B)
Joval When Love Comes To Town x CH Joval Playing With Fire Owner: Irina Fiskin & Jeffrey Hodgetts Breeder: Dr. Valeria Rickard & John Rickard

Trevorwood Peregrine Rivalsbane CGC TKN (D)
GCH CH Wildwood Octavius Caesar x Trevorwood Verbena OA OAJ AXP AJP TKN Owner: Breeder: Carol A Coalson & Suzanne Etherington

**Trick Dog Intermediate**

Joval Beautiful Queen CA THDN CGCA TKI (B)
Joval When Love Comes To Town x CH Joval Playing With Fire Owner: Irina Fiskin & Jeffrey Hodgetts Breeder: Dr. Valeria Rickard & John Rickard

**Trick Dog Advanced**

Eclipse When Stars Align BN GN OA OAJ RATS CGC TKA (B)
Arthus Von Bella Donna x MACH4 PACH2 Bessy Vom Hassgau UDX OM1 RAE MXB2 MJS2 MXP5 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 MFB TQX T2B Owner: Kay Nellis Breeder: Christie Williams

Joval Beautiful Queen CA THDN CGCA TKA (B)
Joval When Love Comes To Town x CH Joval Playing With Fire Owner: Irina Fiskin & Jeffrey Hodgetts Breeder: Dr. Valeria Rickard & John Rickard

**Trick Dog Performer**

Joval Beautiful Queen CA THDN CGCA TKP (B)
Joval When Love Comes To Town x CH Joval Playing With Fire Owner: Irina Fiskin & Jeffrey Hodgetts Breeder: Dr. Valeria Rickard & John Rickard

Kaleigh Rose Grimm CGC TKP (B)
Vschnitt Doffats Storm Watch x Bajanaire Clever Camry Owner: Debra A Grimm & Joseph P Grimm Breeder: Janet E Baker

Quansa's Quiet Riot CD BN RE CGC TKP (B)
Stone Ridge This Brew's For U CD RN x Tolyn Quansa's Sense N Style CD RE Owner: Rubyanna Skrede & Pat Muller Breeder: Pat Muller & Lynn A Mccain

Trevorwood Hope For Clear Skies BCAT ACT1 RATS CGC TKP (B)
CH Traymar Terrydale Hk Affair Of The Heart x Trevorwood Speedwell Owner: Lori Taylor & Ron Swisher Breeder: Carol A Coalson
Novice Barn Hunt

Rooney Wallace Fraggie Rock RATN (D)
Duncan Pre-Emption x Wonderful White Rose Of Fort Sage Owner: GLORIA F LAWSON-RIDDLE Breeder: Patricia Sharp